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1. Introduction
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

1.1 What is this traffic platform?
This platform is a tool specifically dedicated to deploy and generate road traffic simulations.
It consists of a client application and a server. The first one is able to develop the complete
process of running simulations, while the second one procures support only in the route
generation task.
The roles of individuals considered are drivers (with their vehicles) and pedestrians.
Passengers are not implemented yet. These individuals are simulated using intelligent agents
The scenarios where the simulations run are generated from real environments. A
geolocation system eases the search of the desired addresses.

1.2 Features
The following list shows the features and tools in the traffic platform:


AGlobe. Individuals are developed using intelligent agents. These agents are contained
and organised in the AGlobe platform. It provides a fast messaging structure for
establishing communication among agents, allowing acting in a similar way of
individual in real life.



OpenStreetMap (OSM). The data of scenarios is obtained using OSM web services.
This data allows generating the different types of roads and paths, buildings and
amenities. It support the calculation of routes to follow by drivers and pedestrians.



Esri SDK. The scenarios are displayed using this tool. It provides street maps, satellite
maps and hybrid maps. Also, OSM maps are considered. An overlay panel can be
displayed in order to show different types of coordinates and information of the
selected scenario.

1.3 About this guide
This user guide should help you to get started with the traffic platform. It begin introducing
an overview of it, highlighting its different elements and how they work together. Chapter 2
shows the process to run simulations and the prerequisites the platform presents, while
Chapter 3 teaches users to develop simulations using the traffic platform.
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2. Running traffic platform
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

2.1 Prerequisites
This framework is written in Java, a programming language which allows to write
applications that run on a large variety of computers. As the route calculation consumes large
amounts of memory (RAM), it is interesting to have a modern computer. Also, clusters and
scientific computation could be necessary depending on the volume of information or the
width of the selected area simulated.
In general, to use the traffic platform, the following requirements must be met:
 Java SE 7 must be installed. The latest version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
can be downloaded from http://java.oracle.com.
 Have at least 1 GB memory for running the simulations will be required.
 Have enough free hard drive space. The framework is not a big application.
 Have a good internet connection. The communication through OSM web services must
be enough fast to avoid non-desired delays. Also, the traffic server establishes
communication with the traffic platform via TPC/IP and the sending of the calculated
routes needs a high bandwidth.
This guide assumes you are using a release of the traffic platform which comes prepackaged as
a jar. It will not explain how to compile and run the tool based on program source.
As a remainder, TrafficPlatform.jar will be used to refer to the jar files of the framework. The
actual name might differ, e.g. it might include a version number like TrafficPlatform-0.1.0.jar

2.2 Command line
To run the traffic platform users must open a cmd window (preferably as administrator).
Then, they use the cmd to go to the appropriate directory where the TrafficPlaform.jar is
located. To achieve this action the current command has to be introduced:
cd “path/to/traffic platform”
Once this action is completed, users must test if Java is properly installed in their computer.
Introducing this command they have to be able of obtain information about the current
version of Java. In case of error, the Java 7 SE or higher must be installed.
java –version
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Finally, execute the framework introducing this command (the name of the jar file could be
change in case of different versions):
Java –jar TrafficPlatform.jar
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3. Producing a simulation
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

3.1 Workflow
The process in order to run a simulation consists of four main steps:
Configuration. Users must configure the different simulation parameters (e.g. amount of
drivers or pedestrians) or establish connection with the traffic servers.
Start simulation. Users run the traffic simulation and adjust its speed. Routes are calculated
automatically during the simulation.
End simulation. Users finish the simulation cleaning the individuals from the scenario and
the traffic light associated are disposed.
Statistics. Users can obtain related information (e.g. overtakes or crashes) during the last
simulation.

3.2 Configuration
This step presents tree internal steps. The first two are optional as they are related to the
traffic server communication. The last one is in charge of configuring the parameters.

Server IP configuration. Users select the Servers option in the platform menu. Next, they
must choose Configure item. After that, a panel with predefined servers is loaded. If the
desired server is not in the list, use the Add button to aggregate it.
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Connect server. Push the Connect button to establish connection with the server (Traffic
server must be running in the selected location). The platform also provides options to modify
or remove server locations and the possibility of disconnecting it from them.
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Configure simulation parameters. Selecting Configure button or in the menu Simulation ->
Configure. Then, users must introduce the amount of drivers or pedestrian they want to
consider. Select Finalize button in order to complete the configuration. For changing the
current scenario, insert the new desired address and push Search button in the dark panel on
the left.
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3.3 Start simulation
Selecting Simulate button or in the menu Simulation -> Simulate the platform runs the
simulation considering the parameters introduced in the last step. The progress bar indicates
the different phases of the simulation. The speed of the current simulation might be modified
using the vertical progress bar on the right. The scenario map becomes frozen.

3.4 End simulation
Selecting Finalize button or in the menu Simulation -> Finalize. After that, the current
scenario cleans the multiple information related to the simulation and recovers the
movement.
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3.5 Statistics
Selecting Statistics button or in the menu Simulation -> Statistics users access to some
information about the last simulation.
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